Dear colleagues,

Welcome to the PAGES Early-Career Network Newsletter! Please see below for the latest news and announcements.

Best wishes,
The PAGES ECN Steering Committee
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1. Welcome to two new PAGES ECN Regional Representatives
The ECN has gained two new Regional Representatives this fall. We welcome Daniel Killam representing Israel and Sara Saeedi representing Iran (currently based in Germany). We are very excited to have representation now in this region of the world! Please reach out to them if you have ideas to share. Thanks to all our Regional Representatives! You can contact your local RR or email pages.ecn@gmail.com if you are looking to be more involved.

2. The Early Pages Blog Update
To date, The Early Pages has been viewed 21,000 times in 1,000 cities in 95 countries. Thanks to our authors and readers for making the blog a success!

We are looking for authors! You’re invited to join our growing list of authors and get more exposure by contributing with a post of your own! We welcome posts from ECRs in and out of academia on all kinds of topics, be it your work or your experiences and opinions regarding the paleosciences, life as an ECR, academic life and others. If you would like to write a post, but aren’t sure what to write about, that’s fine too! Contact us, we can come up with a topic and outline together. Email contact: pages.ecn.blog@gmail.com
Stay tuned for our upcoming posts about scientific collaboration, being a PI for the first time, and why oxygen in water is so important.

3. Reminder - PAGES-INQUA ECR Workshop “Past Socio-Environmental Systems”
A friendly reminder that a pre-registration system is open for gathering information on ECR’s backgrounds, regions of study, and expertise to set the common grounds for the scientific-driven breakout groups. Also, the advisory committee has been formed, consisting of distinguished academics and scientists of interdisciplinary palaeosciences. All related information can be found here. Email us at workshop.pages.ecn@gmail.com if you have any questions.

4. Reminder - PAGES ECN social media and jobs/funding resources
PAGES ECN maintains a rich source of social media platforms for latest updates and announcements. We are also committed to facilitate where and how to search for funding and jobs with a dedicated guide for ECRs. Feel free to provide feedback if you have other ideas for resources the PAGES ECN can host. Email pages.ecn@gmail.com.

5. Reminder - Write Club
Do you find it difficult to reserve time for your writing during the busy work week? Or do you feel isolated or overwhelmed by the writing process? Then you should join the PAGES ECN Write Club! We come together in online retreats to write in supportive company, following the pomodoro technique. We also host writing challenges and provide a network for PhD students and ECRs from all over the world. To join the group, email us at writeclub.pages.ecn@gmail.com.

6. ECR activities at AGU
This AGU Annual Fall Meeting (09-13 Dec 2019, San Francisco), no special activity will be organised by PAGES ECN. Nevertheless, plenty of activities are planned for ECRs. Search for “Early Career” in the online conference program to see some events tailored to ECRs.

For more information about all things PAGES ECN, please visit: Jobs, Funding, and Listserv guide | @PAGES_ECN on Twitter | ResearchGate | YouTube | Facebook | The Early Pages | @TheEarlyPages on Twitter